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Using a six-orientifold on top of a NS-fivebrane we construct a chiral N = 1 super-
symmetric gauge theory in four dimensions with gauge group SU(Nc) and matter in the
symmetric, antisymmetric and (anti)fundamental representations. Anomaly cancellation
is fulfilled by the requirement of a smooth RR 7-form charge distribution and leads us to
the introduction of 8 half D-sixbranes ending on the NS-fivebrane. We obtain the dual
model from branes by a linking number argument. We check explicitly the ’t Hooft anom-
aly matching conditions and the map between deformations in the original and the dual
model.
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1. Introduction
In the last year Dirichlet brane [1] techniques have been proven to be an extremely
powerful tool for the study of non-perturbative phenomena in supersymmetric gauge the-
ories. A collection of parallel D-p-branes would give gauge theories with 16 supercharges.
In order to reduce the number of supersymmetries one can use the fact that D-branes
can end on certain other branes [2]. In Type IIA string theory D-fourbranes are allowed
to end on Neveu-Schwarz (NS)-fivebranes. Connecting parallel NS-fivebranes by a set of
D-fourbranes leads then to an effectively four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theory [3]. Mat-
ter hypermultiplets transforming in the fundamental representation can be introduced by
including D-sixbranes. When a D-sixbrane crosses one of the NS-fivebranes a D-fourbrane
stretched between the NS-fivebrane and the D-sixbrane is created [4] and this leads to
an alternative way of introducing hypermultiplets, i.e. one gets a hypermultiplet from
strings stretching between fourbranes that end on different sides of a NS-fivebrane. Con-
figurations with more than two NS-fivebranes lead to theories with product gauge groups
and hypermultiplets transforming in the bifundamental representation of two neighbor-
ing gauge groups. Furthermore it has recently been shown that by putting an orientifold
sixplane on top of a NS-fivebrane one gets hypermultiplets in the symmetric or antisym-
metric representation of SU(Nc) [5]. These brane configurations can be lifted to M-theory.
The D-fourbranes are then M-fivebranes wrapped around the eleventh dimension. In this
limit one deals with a single smooth M-fivebrane wrapped on a complex one dimensional
curve. The complex curves are precisely the ones which parameterize the Coulomb-branch
of N = 2 gauge theories.
By rotating the NS-fivebranes with respect to each other one can further reduce the
amount of supersymmetry. Choosing in particular angles that correspond to SU(2) rota-
tions in a four-dimensional embedding space one can construct brane configurations with
N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions [6]. It was shown in [7] that Seiberg’s dualities
[8] can be recovered by moving on the moduli space of the brane configuration. An im-
portant feature that is present for N = 1 but not for N = 2 is chirality. A mechanism for
enhanced chiral symmetry in the brane configuration has been proposed in [9]. There it
was suggested that when Nf D-sixbranes meet a NS-fivebrane such that they are divided
in two pieces one gets an enhanced SU(Nf )R × SU(Nf )L. This leads to the picture that
strings stretching from half D-sixbranes ending on NS-fivebranes to the D-fourbranes give
rise to chiral N = 1 multiplets. The fact that the Ramond-Ramond (RR) 7-form charge
is not conserved for such a configuration is interpreted as the anomaly in the N = 1
gauge theory [10]. In order to generate anomaly free chiral models with a simple gauge
1
group one needs matter in two index tensor representations1. Thus one would expect that
by combining the methods of [10] with that of [5] one should be able to construct brane
configurations realizing anomaly free N = 1 gauge theories. We show that this is indeed
true.
2. Brane Configurations
Let us begin by reviewing the basic brane configuration we will use to realize four-
dimensional gauge theories with N = 1 supersymmetry. The system of branes in-
cludes three different NS-fivebranes. The central fivebrane (labeled B) extends in the
(x0, x1, x2, x3, x8, x9) directions, while the outer fivebranes (labeled A and C) are tilted at
SU(2) angles from the (x8, x9) plane towards the (x4, x5) plane. We also have a number
of D-fourbranes stretching between the fivebranes extended along the (x0, x1, x2, x3, x6)
directions. Finally we have three different types of D-sixbranes, which stretch parallel to
the three different kinds of fivebranes, but are also extended in the x7 direction. This
configuration of branes gives rise to a gauge theory with N = 1 supersymmetry in the four
dimensions (x0, x1, x2, x3), for arbitrary angles.
The gauge group and matter content are determined by the following rules.
1) n D-fourbranes stretching between two fivebranes will give rise to a massless vector
multiplet with SU(n) gauge symmetry. When the fivebranes are parallel there will be an
additional chiral multiplet in the adjoint representation, however this multiplet becomes
massive when the branes are at an angle.
2) A D-fourbrane between two D-sixbranes gives rise to two chiral multiplets.
3) When a D-fourbrane stretches between a D-sixbrane and a parallel NS-fivebrane,
there is a single chiral multiplet. If the fivebrane is not parallel to the sixbrane, no massless
matter appears.
4) D-fourbranes on one side of an NS-fivebrane give rise to a chiral multiplet in the
fundamental and one in the anti-fundamental representation of the gauge group associated
with fourbranes on the other side of the NS-fivebrane.
5) When a D-sixbrane meets a D-fourbrane in space a chiral multiplet in the funda-
mental and one in the anti-fundamental representation is generated. As argued by Brodie
1 A different way of obtaining anomaly free chiral models from branes has been proposed in
[11]. Here one puts the brane configuration in an orbifold background. The chiral matter is
produced by the orbifold projection rather than by half D-sixbranes.
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Fig. 1: A configuration of three fivebranes connected by Nc parallel four-
branes and an orientifold sixplane. The outer fivebranes are rotated by an
angle ϑ with respect to the middle one. The O6 is divided in half by the
middle fivebrane in the x7-direction and changes its character there. To com-
pensate for the jump in the sixbrane charge of the orientifold we also have to
put eight half D-sixbranes on top of the orientifold where it has charge −4.
These sixbranes end on the middle fivebrane. There are also mf additional
sixbranes (and their mirror images) tilted in the same way as the fivebranes.
They also extend along the x7-direction (this is not shown in the figure).
and Hanany [9], when the sixbranes touch a parallel fivebrane, chiral symmetry is restored,
and the sixbranes may split.
To construct a gauge theory with truly chiral matter we will use one more element,
an orientifold sixplane, which we will place on the central fivebrane, extending in the
(x0, x1, x2, x3, x7, x8, x9) directions. The brane configuration is shown in fig. 1. The orien-
tifold acts as a reflection taking (x4, x5, x6) → (−x4,−x5,−x6). From now on all branes
will be arranged to respect this ZZ2 symmetry.
Orientifolds have been used in previous works [12,13,5,14] to construct gauge theories
with orthogonal and symplectic gauge groups using brane constructions. There are two
possible choices of orientifold projection, one of which gives rise to orthogonal gauge groups
on the D-fourbranes with a symplectic symmetry appearing on D-sixbranes. For the case
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of an orientifold sixplane, the sixplane carries RR charge equivalent to 4 sixbranes. It
has been argued that this orientifold is equivalent to a D4 singularity from the eleven-
dimensional M-theory point of view [5,15]. The other choice of projection gives rise to
symplectic groups on the D-fourbranes, and orthogonal groups on the D-sixbranes. This
orientifold sixplane carries −4 RR charge, and has been argued to be equivalent to the
Atiyah-Hitchin space from the M-theory point of view [16,17].
In [12], it was argued that when an orientifold fourplane traverses a NS-fivebrane the
type of projection changes. In our case an orientifold sixplane crosses the NS-fivebrane.
This is T-dual to the situation considered in [12]. Thus the orientifold projection must
change when the sixplane crosses a NS-fivebrane. In the case at hand, this means the
projection will change as one moves from positive x7 to negative x7. We also place 8 half
D-sixbranes on the fivebrane to cancel the discontinuity in the RR charge. This will lead to
a smooth brane configuration from the eleven-dimensional point of view, which will allow
a geometric analysis of the N = 1 duality in the spirit of [7].
The gauge group of this configuration may be determined following [5] to be SU(Nc)
where Nc is the number of D-fourbranes. Similar arguments imply the matter content
is chiral with a chiral multiplet in the symmetric representation, a chiral multiplet in
the antisymmetric representation, and mf + 8 chiral multiplets in the fundamental, and
mf chiral multiplets in the anti-fundamental. The matter content is the same as one of
the models considered in [18]. However in our situation the global symmetries and the
superpotential are different. The two classes of models are related by deformations, as we
will see later.
Let us consider the superpotential that arises from this brane configuration. We will
argue it takes the following form
W =
1
µ
Tr (XX˜)2 + QˆX˜Qˆ , (2.1)
where X is the antisymmetric field, X˜ is the symmetric field and Qˆ are the 8 fundamental
fields arising from the 8 half D-sixbranes. The (XX˜)2 term is seen to arise as in [6,9]. In
our case, the two outer fivebranes A and C are rotated by equal but opposite angles, with
respect to B. When the angle is zero we have an additional massless chiral multiplet Φ
in the adjoint representation. There is a coupling of the form X˜ΦX , but no coupling of
Φ to the fields Q, Qˆ and Q˜. This is because the sixbranes are parallel to the fivebranes.
For finite angle, this chiral multiplet gets a mass given by tanϑ. Integrating out this field
gives the (XX˜)2 term, with µ equal to the mass of the adjoint chiral multiplet.
The 8 half D-sixbranes give rise to eight chiral multiplets in the fundamental rep-
resentation. Taking also the mf chiral multiplets from the other D-sixbranes one would
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naively expect an SU(mf + 8)L flavor symmetry. The flavor symmetry should appear as
the gauge group on the sixbranes. This is however not what the brane configuration tells
us. The 8 half D-sixbranes sit on top of an orientifold. Therefore the flavor symmetry is
SU(mf )L×SO(8)L. The QˆX˜Qˆ term in the superpotential gives us precisely this breaking
of the flavor symmetry. The origin of the QˆX˜Qˆ term can also be seen when one considers
detaching the fourbranes from the central fivebrane, and then moving the fivebrane in the
positive x7 direction. The Qˆ fermions clearly become massive under this deformation. The
gauge group is broken to SO(Nc) because now the fourbranes will cross the orientifold six-
plane in the region which gives a projection to the orthogonal gauge group. The position
of the fivebrane in the x7 direction is a single real parameter, and plays the same role
as the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameters that appear in [7]. While the U(1) component of
the gauge group is frozen, the FI parameters still appear in the D-term equations of the
low-energy field theory
νδba = Q
f
a(Q
†)bf + Qˆia(Qˆ†)bi − (Q˜†)g˙aQ˜bg˙ + 2Xac(X†)cb − 2(X˜†)acX˜cb , (2.2)
where ν is related to the x7 displacement of the fivebrane, and we have also introduced
the fundamental fields Q and the anti-fundamentals Q˜. We see then that taking ν to be
negative (i.e. moving in the positive x7 direction), and assuming the fundamental, anti-
fundamental and antisymmetric squarks do not get a vev, X˜ gets a vev. In the simplest
case where only the central fivebrane is moved, we expect this to correspond to a baryonic
branch characterized by (X˜)Nc receiving a vev. This vev generates a mass for the Qˆ’s
provided the QˆX˜Qˆ term appears in the superpotential. Another way to see that the QˆX˜Qˆ
appears in the superpotential is to consider moving the central fivebrane in the negative
x7 direction, which corresponds to an expectation value for the baryon XNc/2, for Nc
even. The Qˆ fermions will remain massless in this case, and the gauge group will be
broken to Sp(Nc) since now the fourbranes cross the orientifold plane on the side that
gives the symplectic projection. The X˜ field becomes the adjoint of Sp(Nc) with finite
mass dependent on the angle ϑ. If we set mf = 0 and rotate to ϑ = π/2, X˜ will be massless
and N = 2 supersymmetry will be restored, which requires a coupling of the form QˆX˜Qˆ.
We will postpone further discussion of these baryonic branches to the next section.
From the brane point of view, the transition to the magnetic dual theory is seen
by moving the branes to a mirror image configuration, and then moving the sixbranes
outside the fivebranes. This is shown in figure fig. 2. Since for our brane configuration
we do not expect the orientifolding to introduce any extra singularities, we may use the
linking number argument [4] to determine how many D-fourbranes we end up with after
rearranging the fivebranes and sixbranes. We assume a fourbrane is created whenever a
5
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Fig. 2: The magnetic brane configuration
fivebrane crosses a sixbrane which is non-parallel [9]. In addition, we assume that when
a fivebrane crosses the orientifold plane, 4 D-fourbranes are created (i.e. the orientifold
plane is treated as set of 4 D-sixbranes as far as the linking number argument goes). The
linking number of a fivebrane is given by L5 =
1
2 (n6L − n6R) + (n4R − n4L), where n6L
is the number of non-parallel D-sixbranes to the left, etc. Similarly the linking number
of a D-sixbrane is given by L6 =
1
2 (n5L − n5R) + (n4R − n4L) where n5L,R denotes now
the number of non-parallel fivebranes to the left or to the right of the D-sixbrane under
consideration. These numbers are conserved under brane moves. If we focus on a single
A sixbrane and the fivebrane A, their initial linking numbers are LA6 = −1 and LA5 =
−12mf − 2 + Nc. In the final configuration, the linking number of the D-sixbrane is
L′
A
6 = 1 − n4, where n4 is the number of D-fourbranes connecting an A-D-sixbrane with
the fivebrane A. Conservation of the linking number gives n4 = 2. The linking number of
the fivebrane is L′
A
5 = 2+
5
2
mf − N˜c. With this we find N˜c = 3mf −Nc +4, and thus the
dual gauge group is SU(N˜c) with chiral multiplets in the symmetric and antisymmetric
representations, and mf+8 fundamental chiral multiplets, and mf anti-fundamental chiral
multiplets. In addition, we have a number of gauge singlets corresponding to meson fields.
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3. Duality of Chiral Models
3.1. Electric Theory
The gauge group is SU(Nc) with a symmetric and an antisymmetric chiral multi-
plet together with mf + 8 fundamental and mf anti-fundamental chiral multiplets. The
anomaly-free global symmetry group is SU(mf )L×SU(mf )R×SO(8)L×U(1)B×U(1)X×
U(1)R. The fields live in the following representations:
SU(Nc) SU(mf )L SU(mf )R SO(8)L U(1)B U(1)X U(1)R
Qˆ Nc 1 1 8v
1
Nc
1
2
3
4
Q Nc mf 1 1
1
Nc
0 1− Nc−22mf
Q˜ Nc 1 mf 1 − 1Nc 0 1− Nc−22mf
X asym 1 1 1 2Nc 1
1
2
X˜ sym 1 1 1 − 2Nc −1 12
Setting µ to 1 for convenience, the superpotential takes the form
W = Tr (XX˜)2 + QˆX˜Qˆ , (3.1)
and truncates the chiral ring via the relations
X˜(XX˜) = 0, 2(XX˜X)ba + QˆaQˆ
b = 0, X˜Qˆ = 0 . (3.2)
The chiral mesons are Mfg˙0 = Q
f Q˜g˙, M˜ ig˙ = QˆiQ˜g˙, Mfg˙1 = Q
fX˜XQ˜g˙, P fg = QfX˜Qg and
P˜ f˙ g˙ = Q˜f˙XQ˜g˙. The meson P is symmetric in flavor indices and P˜ is antisymmetric.
Note the matter content of this theory is similar to one of the models considered
in [18], where SU(Nc) gauge theory with matter corresponding to a symmetric and an
antisymmetric multiplet, and mf + 8 fundamentals with SU(mf + 8)L flavor symmetry
and mf anti-fundamentals with SU(mf )R flavor symmetry. Our model may be obtained
by adding the Qˆ dependent term of the superpotential (3.1) to that of [18]. Likewise, the
model of [18], may be obtained from our model by adding mass terms of the form QˆQ˜, and
integrating out the massive fermions. This deformation will be considered in more detail
later in this section.
This theory has a non-anomalous ZZ8mf discrete symmetry generated by:
(X, X˜)→ α2mf (X, X˜)
Qˆ→ α−mf Qˆ
(Q, Q˜)→ α4−2Nc(Q, Q˜) ,
(3.3)
where α = e2πi/(8mf ).
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3.2. Magnetic Theory
The theory has gauge group SU(N˜c) where N˜c = 3mf + 4 − Nc and a symmetric
and an antisymmetric chiral multiplet together with mf + 8 fundamental and mf anti-
fundamental chiral multiplets, and gauge singlet fields Mfg˙0 , M˜
ig˙, Mfg˙1 , P
fg and P˜ f˙ g˙.
The fields transform under the symmetries as:
SU(N˜c) SU(mf )L SU(mf )R SO(8)L U(1)B U(1)X U(1)R
qˆ N˜c 1 1 8v
1
N˜c
Nc−mf
2N˜c
3
4
q N˜c mf 1 1
1
N˜c
mf+2
N˜c
1− N˜c−2
2mf
q˜ N˜c 1 mf 1 − 1N˜c −
mf+2
N˜c
1− N˜c−22mf
Y asym 1 1 1 2
N˜c
Nc−mf
N˜c
1
2
Y˜ sym 1 1 1 − 2
N˜c
−Nc−mf
N˜c
1
2
M0 1 mf mf 1 0 0 2− Nc−2mf
M˜ 1 1 mf 8v 0
1
2
7
4 − Nc−22mf
M1 1 mf mf 1 0 0 3− Nc−2mf
P 1 sym 1 1 0 −1 5
2
− Nc−2
mf
P˜ 1 1 asym 1 0 1 52 − Nc−2mf
The superpotential takes the form:
W = Tr (Y Y˜ )2 + qˆY˜ qˆ +M1qq˜ +M0q(Y˜ Y )q˜ + M˜ qˆq˜ + PqY˜ q + P˜ q˜Y q˜ . (3.4)
The ZZ8mf discrete symmetry on the magnetic fields is generated by:
(Y, Y˜ )→ eiπBmfα2mf (Y, Y˜ )
qˆ → eiπBmfα−mf qˆ
(q, q˜)→ eiπBmfα4−2N˜c(q, q˜) ,
(3.5)
where B is the baryon number operator. This symmetry is non-anomalous in the magnetic
theory.
3.3. ’t Hooft Anomaly Matching
As a check on the duality predicted by the brane configuration, we have checked the
’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions and found that they are satisfied. The results are
8
summarized in the following:
U(1)R −N
2
c
2
− 1
U(1)X 3Nc
U(1)B 6
U(1)3R
1
8
(7N2c −Nc − 8)− 14m2
f
(Nc − 2)3Nc
U(1)3X 0
U(1)3B 0
U(1)XU(1)BU(1)R −Nc − 1
U(1)2BU(1)R −3
U(1)2BU(1)X 0
U(1)2XU(1)B 0
U(1)2XU(1)R −Nc(Nc+1)2
U(1)2RU(1)B 4
U(1)2RU(1)X 0
SU(mf )
3 Ncd3(mf )
SO(8)3 0
SU(mf )
2U(1)R −Nc(Nc−2)4mf
SU(mf )
2U(1)X 0
SU(mf )
2U(1)B
1
2
SO(8)2U(1)R −Nc4
SO(8)2U(1)X
Nc
2
SO(8)2U(1)B 1
(3.6)
3.4. Superpotential Deformations
Let us now consider deformations of the superpotential of the electric theory and
examine how these are mapped to the magnetic theory. It is a further check on the duality
that the resulting low-energy theories also form a dual pair.
If we deform the superpotential of the electric theory by a term of the form mQ1Q˜1,
the low-energy theory takes the same form with mf → mf − 1. In the magnetic theory, a
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term mM1,10 is added to the superpotential. Taking the vevs of the mesons, qˆ, and q
g, q˜g˙
(for g, g˙ > 1) to vanish, the F-term equations reduce to
q˜1Y Y˜ q1 = −m
q˜1q1 = 0
q1Y˜ q1 = 0
q˜1Y q˜1 = 0
Y Y˜ Y = 0
Y˜ Y Y˜ = 0 ,
(3.7)
and the D-terms take the form (2.2). A solution of these equations can be written in the
form Y12 = 1, Y21 = −1, Y˜23 = 1, Y˜32 = 1, (q1)3 = −
√
2, (q˜1)1 =
√
2 and ν = 0, with
other entries zero. Here we have scaled m to 2 for convenience. The rank of the gauge
group is reduced by 3, to SU(3mf −Nc+1). The massless matter consists of a symmetric
tensor, an antisymmetric tensor, 8 fundamental chiral multiplets, and mf − 1 flavors of
fundamental and anti-fundamental chiral multiplets. The low-energy magnetic theory is
thus the dual of the low-energy electric theory.
The other deformation we consider is adding a mass term of the form mQˆ1Q˜1 to the
electric superpotential. On the magnetic side this corresponds to adding mM˜1,1 to the
superpotential. Taking the vevs of the mesons, qˆi (for i > 1), qg, q˜g˙ (for g, g˙ > 1) to
vanish, the F-term equations now become
q˜1Y q˜1 = 0
Y˜ qˆ1 = 0
q˜1qˆ1 = −m
qˆ1aqˆ
1b + 2(Y Y˜ Y )ba = 0
Y˜ Y Y˜ = 0 .
(3.8)
Scaling m to 2
√
2, a solution to these equations takes the form (q˜1)1 = −2, (qˆ1)1 =√
2, Y12 = 1, Y21 = −1, Y˜22 = 1 with other components zero. This solves the D-term
equations. The rank of the gauge group is broken by 2 to SU(3mf −Nc+2). The massless
matter consists of a symmetric tensor, an antisymmetric tensor, mf+7 fundamental chiral
multiplets and mf − 1 anti-fundamental chiral multiplets.
Giving mass to all 8 Qˆ’s in the electric theory leaves one with just the Tr (XX˜)2
term in the superpotential. This is precisely one of the theories considered in [18]. On
the magnetic side we see the gauge group is reduced to SU(3mf − Nc − 12) with mf
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fundamentals and mf − 8 anti-fundamentals, plus symmetric and antisymmetric tensors,
which is precisely the magnetic dual found in [18]. We see therefore that our theory is
related to that of [18] by a deformation. Likewise one could add the QˆX˜Qˆ term to the
superpotential of [18], to recover the theory considered here.
3.5. Flat Directions
In this subsection we consider the low-energy theories on the baryonic branches of our
original theory. The electric and magnetic descriptions of these branches will be shown to
form dual pairs, providing a further check on the duality of the original theory.
Consider the branch where the baryon B˜n = X˜
nQ˜Nc−nQ˜Nc−n gets an expectation
value. Here the color indices are contracted with two ǫ-tensors. In the magnetic theory
this is mapped to b˜n = Y˜
2mf+4−nq˜mf−Nc+nq˜mf−Nc+n. This expectation value breaks the
gauge group to SO(n) on the electric side and leaves us with 2mf massless fundamentals
(the superpotential generates a mass term for the adjoint matter field which may be inte-
grated out). In addition, there are a number of singlets that decouple. On the magnetic
side we likewise have the gauge group broken to SO(2mf +4−n) with 2mf fundamentals.
This is the magnetic dual of the electric theory as expected [8].
From the brane point of view, the baryonic branch with n = Nc corresponds to mov-
ing the central NS-fivebrane in the positive x7 direction. The displacement of the central
fivebrane in the x7 direction should be identified with the would-be FI parameter −ν ap-
pearing in the D-term equations (2.2). From this equation it is clear that X (X˜) can get
an expectation value for ν positive (negative). A positive displacement generates a mass
for the fundamentals coming from the half D-sixbranes and the D-fourbranes intersect the
orientifold sixplane on the side where the gauge group is projected down to SO(Nc). How-
ever, the brane picture only gives one real parameter for this baryonic branch. Presumably
if this picture is lifted to M-theory, a more careful analysis of the curve along the lines of
[19] will give a complete picture of the moduli space.
Now consider the baryonic branch where Bn = X
nQNc−2n gets an expectation value.
This breaks the gauge group to Sp(n) and leaves us with 2mf + 8 massless fundamentals,
plus some singlets that decouple. The superpotential takes the form W = Tr Qˆ4/λ, where
λ is proportional to the vev of X . On the magnetic side the baryon operator is mapped to
bn = Y
mf+2−nqmf−Nc+2n. This breaks the gauge group to Sp(mf + 2− n) and leaves us
with 2mf + 8 massless fundamentals plus some singlets. This theory is the magnetic dual
expected from [8], with an additional deformation of the superpotential, which vanishes in
the limit λ→∞.
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In terms of branes, for n = Nc/2 (withNc even), this corresponds to moving the central
NS-fivebrane in the negative x7 direction. The 8 special fundamentals remain massless on
this branch, and the gauge group is projected to Sp(Nc/2) when the D-fourbranes intersect
this section of the O-sixplane. Again we only see one real parameter of this branch in a
simple way in the brane picture.
Finally, let us consider the baryonic branches where Bˆn,a = X
nQˆaQNc−2n−a gets an
expectation value. The gauge group is broken to Sp(n) as before, but the massless matter
content is different in this case. The F-terms give
X˜Qˆ = 0
X˜XX˜ = 0
QˆaQˆ
b + 2(XX˜X)ba = 0 ,
(3.9)
which implies that both X and X˜ receive a vev. Solving these equations we find the
massless matter is 2mf + 8− 2a fundamentals of Sp(n). The baryon is mapped to bˆn,a =
Y mf+2−n−aqˆaqmf−Nc+2n+a on the magnetic side. Likewise, this breaks the gauge group
to Sp(mf + 2 − n − a) with 2mf + 8 − 2a massless fundamentals. This is the expected
magnetic dual [8].
4. Conclusions and Outlook
We investigated a brane configuration that genuinely gives chiral matter in its effective
four-dimensional field theory description. The key ingredient is the orientifold sixplane that
is divided in two by an NS-fivebrane. Using linking number arguments along the lines of
[9] we were able to obtain the dual model from brane moves. This is of course only a first
step towards gaining a deeper understanding of chiral N = 1 theories from branes.
Still in our model there remain many unanswered questions. We considered the brane
configuration only in Type IIA string theory. In order to obtain more information about
the strong coupling behavior one should lift the configuration to M-theory and derive a
complex curve describing the system. The existence of a smooth curve seems plausible since
the sixbrane charge does not jump at the location of the center NS-fivebrane thanks to the
additional eight fundamentals Qˆ. The role these special fields play is very interesting. From
the field theory point of view there is actually no reason why one should couple precisely
eight of the fundamentals to the symmetric tensor. Indeed we saw that our model can
also be seen as a deformation of the model in [18] and vice versa. A brane configuration
giving rise to a coupling of less (or more) than eight fundamentals to the symmetric tensor
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needs the introduction of additional D-eightbranes. This is because the sixbrane charge
would jump now at the location of the center NS-fivebrane and this is only consistent in
the presence of D-eightbranes [10].
Another generalization is to consider also configurations with coinciding fivebranes
at the positions of our A-, B- and C-fivebranes. These should give field theories with
superpotentials of the form Tr (XX˜)2(k+1). Putting additional D-sixbranes on top of
the orientifold presumably gives theories with couplings not only of fundamentals to the
symmetric tensor but also of anti-fundamentals to the antisymmetric tensor. All these
points deserve further investigation and we plan to elaborate on these issues in future
work [20].
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